
CAFO Program – Update 
 In 2001, the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
proposed to regulate Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs) under 
the Clean Water Act that defines CAFOs as a point source.  On November 20, 
2008, the Environmental Protection Agency signed the CAFO regulation into 
federal law.  In 2009, the West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection 
(WVDEP) signed West Virginia’s CAFO regulation into state law (47 CFR Series 
10).  On July 1st, 2010, the regulation became effective in West Virginia. 
 
 Due to this regulation the West Virginia Department of Agriculture (WVDA) 
hired a CAFO Specialist. Since then the CAFO Specialist has been working with 
the West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection (WVDEP) and EPA to 
implement CAFO rules that the EPA had set forth in their regulation.   
 
  The CAFO Specialist and other WVDA staff have been working with area 
farmers to create CAFO record keeping documents.  These documents will assist 
farmers with recording activities such as manure transfer, manure application, 
spreader equipment application, and additional maintenance/operations to deal 
with CAFOs and annual report needs.  
 
 During this fiscal year, staff made public CAFO Presentations, included 
CAFO outreach information in the Chesapeake Bay Newsletter and met with 
State Agencies and the WV Poultry Association to prepare a News Release 
regarding compliance with the State CAFO Rule. 
 
 Nutrient management staff of the WVDA has been working with producers 
in developing.and implementing Nutrient Management plans to ensure that 
manures and fertilizers are applied  at rates to meet the crops nutrient 
requirements. 
 
 During the week of June 13 to June 17, 2011, WVDA staff was involved in 
CAFO inspection training. Representatives from EPA Region III were in West 
Virginia conducting inspection training for DEP.  Five poultry operations were 
selected for inspection from information gathered during flyovers on November 9-
10, 2010.  The inspections were performed by the EPA with WVDEP, WVDA, 
WVU Extension, and company integrators in attendance.  
 
  The West Virginia Department of Agriculture staff will continue to work with 
producers to help them achieve their yield goals while ensuring compliance with West 
Virginia Department of Environmental Protection (WVDEP) and Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) CAFO rules and regulations. 


